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What’s new

Latest reports: 

PWG4 & MPD ECal Meeting on March 25th
Dir gamma yields vs pT and y, dir gamma v1 and v2 vs pT and y

Vth MPD Collaboration Meeting on April 24th
Dir gamma yields vs pT and y, dir gamma to pi0 ratio vs y

Today:

- Study statistical error on Rγ

- Study direct gamma flow fluctuations

https://indico.jinr.ru/event/1209/
https://indico.jinr.ru/event/1138/
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Projections on statistical error

“The rate of Pb–Pb collisions in 2010 and 2011 was well below the ALICE limits and ALICE was able 

to take data at the highest achievable luminosity, on the order of 1025 s−1cm−2 in 2010 and 1026 s−1cm−2

in 2011”

“Performance of the ALICE Experiment at the CERN LHC” Int. J. Mod. Phys. A 29 (2014) 1430044

A.Kisiel talk at Vth MPD collaboration meeting

7 kHz trigger rate for MPD is expected

We would expect similar performance in terms of 

statistics for MPD as for the ALICE in 2010-2011:

some tens of millions events

106 – 107 events are good estimate for performance

Simulations studies
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Projections on statistical error

Stat error is estimated for Rγ = Yγinc/Yγdec = (Yγdir + 

Yγdec)/Yγdec

Y is the invariant yield per unit rapidity per 1 event

Nraw = Y*pTbinwidth*pT*2π

e1 = sqrt(Yγinc /pTbinwidth/pT/2π/Nevents) 

e2 = sqrt(Yγdec /pTbinwidth/pT/2π/Nevents)

Error = sqrt((e1/ Yγdec)2+(e2* Rγ / Yγdec)2)

For 1 GeV/c stat error is less than 1% for Nevents =106

γ efficiency Au-Au 11 GeV

V.Riabov talk at Vth MPD collaboration meeting

Gamma efficiency is about 0.6 and pi0 

efficiency is more than 0.4 above 0.5 GeV/c
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Projections on statistical error

Alternative estimation: stat error on Rγ is directly 

translated from pi0 yield error.

Viktor showed (25.06) that for MB events error in 

Reco/True ratio is ~5% for 4M events and decreases 

down to 1-2% for 15M events.

With 1% relative uncertainty it would be:
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Direct gamma yield dependence on the initial geometry fluctuations

Previously shown results are for 1 generated event with UrQMD + hydro

Now we generated 10 events with the same input (Au-Au 11 GeV, b=4.5 fm), 6 events gave different 

output.

Due to initial state fluctuations yield differs about 10-20% from average (shown in green)
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Direct gamma flow simulations

v1

Previously shown v1 and v2 vs pT and y for 1 generated event with UrQMD + hydro

Now we generated 10 events with the same input (Au-Au 11 GeV, b=4.5 fm), 6 events gave different 

output.

Positive slope of v1 for γdir at midrapidity is predicted for b=4.5 fm

Fluctuations due to initial state are large (due to first timesteps in hydro evolution)
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Direct gamma flow simulations

v2

v2 for γdir is about 1% which is consistent with hydro models predictions (note: for LHC) where v2 for 

γdir is predicted 2-4 times smaller than v2γdec ≈ v2had
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Flow simulations: hadrons

Results on hadron flow with MPD obtained within RFBR 

grant 18-02-40086 lead by A. Taranenko:

v1 – positive slope for protons

v2 – at 1 GeV/c about 2-5 percent depending on centrality 

and particle specie
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Conclusions

- Statistical error on Rγ is evaluated. With ~107 statistics signal of about 1-2% can be measured at pT 

= 1 GeV/c

- Systematical error should be evaluated with different pi0 yield extraction methods variations 

(different hypothesis about background shape, different fit range etc.)

- Direct gamma yield fluctuate about 10-20% at the same b from event to event

- Direct gamma v1 and v2 also fluctuate. 

- On average, v1 has positive slope and about 5% at y=1 for pT=1 GeV/c which is similar to protons 

rather than charged mesons

- On average, v2 is positive about 1% which is 2-5 times smaller than for charged hadrons. This is 

similar to other hydro models predictions for LHC, for example.

Next steps:

- Prepare analysis framework for study systematics for pi0 extraction

- Estimate systematic error on pi0 extraction which is one of the largest uncertainties in Rγ

- Generate about 1000 events of UrQMD+hydro with the same input parameters for further study of 

flow fluctuations
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backup
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spectra


